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Abstract. Let A be a discrete subset of an LCA group and E a compact

subset of the dual group. Balayage is said to be possible for (A,£) if the

Fourier transform of each measure on G is equal on E to the Fourier

transform of some measure supported by A. Following Beurling, we show

that this condition is equivalent to the possibility of bounding certain

functions with spectra in E by their bounds on A. We derive consequences

of this equivalence, among them a necessary condition on A for balayage

when E is compact and open (a condition analogous to a density condition

Beurling and Landau gave for balayage in Euclidean spaces).

We show that if balayage is possible for (A, E) and if A' is close to A, then

balayage is possible for (A',£). Explicit bounds for the needed closeness in

R and R" are given.

Using these perturbation techniques, we give examples of perfect sets

E C R with the property that there are "arbitrarily sparse" sets A with
balayage possible for (A,£).

1. Introduction and definitions. Beurling [2], [3] initiated the study of what

he called "balayage of measures in Fourier transforms" in the case of

Euclidean spaces and, more especially, the real line where he made profound

use of complex variable techniques. As he was aware, many of his more

elementary observations extend to general locally compact abelian groups.

Throughout, G will denote a locally compact abelian group and T the dual

group of G, both written additively. We write M(G) for the convolution

algebra of regular, finite complex Borel measures on G. If A C G is closed,

M (A) denotes the subspace of measures supported on A. If ¡i G M (G) we

write ji for the (inverse) Fourier transform of ¡x so that

A(y)=/c<Y>*><M*)fory er.
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Definition 1.1. If A C G is closed and E C Y, then balayage is possible for
the pair (A,£) if for every a £ M (G) there is some u E Af(A) with ¿(y)
= jû(y) for ail y E E.

We shall always assume that A is discrete and E is compact. Thus, for

u E Af(A) we have a series representation, p.(y) — 2 ttx(y,X), the sum being
over A.

Some important examples of balayage are given in [2] where Beurling

showed that if A C 7? is uniformly discrete and E C R is an interval then

balayage is possible for (A,E) if and only if the lower density IL (A) satisfies

(1) D.(A) > (l/2ir) meas (E).

Here D_(A) = lim,..,^n(r)/r where n(r) is the least number of points of A

contained in any interval of length r and meas (E) is the Lebesgue measure of

E.
Landau [7], using L2-methods, showed that, quite generally, (1) is necessary

for balayage and that a similar result holds in R".

In §2, we give a reformulation of the problem of balayage. The major result

is Theorem 2.4 showing the equivalence of the problem of balayage with a

certain sampling problem. This is inspired by a similar result of Beurling;

however, we eliminate certain restrictions which he needed. We then apply this

theorem in §3 to give an analogue of the necessity of condition (1) for
balayage in the case where E is compact and open.

The remaining three sections explore and exploit perturbation results, that

is, results which state that if balayage is possible for (A, E) and if A' is "close"

to A (in senses to be made precise) then balayage is possible also for (A',E).

§4 contains a perturbation result for general LCA groups. In §5, we give

explicit bounds for the needed closeness of A and A' in R and 7?".

In §6, we study and construct perfect sets E in 7?, called BAS sets, having

the property that there are "arbitrarily sparse" sets A with balayage possible

for (A, E). Here we use the techniques of §4, an estimate from §5 and a certain

norm estimate. Using Theorem 6.4 we see that "thinness" per se does not
imply the BAS property.

Some of our results are generalizations of Beurling's and much of our work

was inspired by [2], which is, unfortunately, unpublished. Where relevant, we

include remarks detailing the connections.

The original versions of some of the results here appeared in the author's

dissertation [10]. The author wishes to thank his advisor, Professor L. Loomis
for introducing him to the problem of balayage (and, indeed, to abstract

analysis) and for his encouragement, and Professor G. Mackey for a helpful

conversation. We also thank H. Landau for making available his personal,

handwritten copy of [2].

We now introduce some notations and conventions.

We regard LX(G) as a subset (and an ideal) of M(G). All integrals dx, dy,

etc. are with respect to the relevant Haar measure. Mention of relations
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holding almost everywhere (a.e.) or locally a.e. refer to Haar measure.

The elements of 7°°(G) and LX(G) are equivalence classes of functions but

will, as usual, be denoted/, g, h, etc. When we need to mention an element of
such a class, we will denote it/0, g0, h0, etc..

8X is the unit point measure at x, so that 8x(y) = <y,x> for y G T.

If 5 is a subset of the domain of a function <p, q>\S denotes the restriction of

<p to S and \\<p\\s — sup{|<p(j)|: s E S). On the other hand, if V is a normed

linear space, \\tp\\v denotes the norm of <p, regarded as an element of V. (These
two conventions will not clash.)

2. A condition equivalent to balayage. To develop such a condition we need
first to recall some facts about B(E), the Banach algebra of restrictions to E

of Fourier transforms of measures. B(E) — {<p: <p = ¡L\E for some ¡i

E M(G)). Because Fis compact, B(E) = A(E), the algebra of restrictions to

E of Fourier transforms of integrable functions, with equality of norms so

that, for <p G B(E),

h\\B(E) = Wily: y. E M(G) and £|£ = <p)

= inf{||/||1:/G71(G)and/|F = <p}.

(See [8, p. 121].)
Let 5(E) = {/:/ G LX(G) and/|F = 0}. Then we may view B(E) as

isometrically isomorphic to the quotient algebra LX(G)/5(E) (using ' for
"transport des structures").

Define a linear operator 7: M (A) -» B(E) by 7/x = jû|F. By the definition

of the B(F)-norm, ||7|| < 1. (Actually, ||L|| = 1 because ||To\|L,n = 1 for
A G A.)

We pause now to make a general definition. Suppose that X and Y are

Banach spaces and that 7: X -» 7 is a surjective bounded linear operator. We

set K(T) = the infimum of constants K such that for all y E Y there is some

x E X with Tx = y and ||jc|| < K\\y\\. By the open mapping theorem, K(T)
< oo. If 7 is not surjective, we set K(T) = oo and 1/A:(7) = 0.

In our situation, following Beurling, we set K(A,E) = K(L). Thus balayage

is possible for (A,F) if and only if K(A,E) < oo. (Always, K(A,E) > 1.)
Our major step in reformulating the question of balayage is to compute the

adjoint of L. First, we must identify certain dualities.

Since A is discrete, we may think of M(A) as /' (A) (the space of absolutely

summable functions on A). Then M (A)* « /°° (A) (the bounded complex

functions on A) under the pairing ((i,<p) = S9du = 2 9(A)/t({A}). Since
B(E) « Lx(G)fi(E) we have B(E)* « 3(F)1 C LX(G)* « L°°(G) where
5(E)1- is the annihilator of 5(F). More specifically, g G L°°(G) belongs to

3(F)X if and only if </,g> = fGf(x)g(x)dx = 0 for all / G 5(E). This is
equivalent to requiring that (g*) */= 0 for all / G 5(E) where g*(x)

= g(-x). Thus, the pairing between g G 5(E)1 and <p G B(E) is given by
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(2) <<p,g> = ja g(x)f(x)dx   for any/ E L1 (G) with/|£ = ».

This duality is more or less well known. Now, we would like to extend (2)
to read

<<P>£> = L gdp   where ju. E M(G) and ¡l\E = cp.

This raises the problem that various versions of g which are equal locally a.e.

may give different values to fG gd\i. The correct generalization of (2) is

Theorem 2.1. Suppose cp E B(E), u E M(G) and ¡i\E = cp. If g E 3(E)1,
then there is a unique continuous (indeed, uniformly continuous) function g0 in the

L00 -equivalence class of g and, for this function gQ,

<9.g> = /c £o M ¿MM-

Statements similar to (but apparently not identical to) Theorem 2.1 have

appeared previously, for example [8, p. 120, especially Corollary 2].

We defer the proof while we present three lemmas.

Lemma 2.1. Suppose A0 is a bounded Borel function on G,fQ is (Haar)-

integrable and p. E M(G ). Then

(3) A0 * (u * /0) = (A0 * ¡i)*f0   (everywhere).

Proof. [4, pp. 726-728] shows that A0 * ¡i is a Borel function on G so that
the right-hand side of (3) is defined. The equation itself follows readily from

Fubini's theorem and the translation invariance of Haar measure.

Remark. The right-hand side of (3) is a bounded Borel function convolved

with an integrable function and, therefore,depends only on the Ü-equivalence

class of/j. Likewise, the left-hand side depends only on the L^-equivalence

class of A0. Thus, if A E L00,/ E Ü and ju E M, we may write A * (u */)

= (Ä*u)*/.

Lemma 2.2. Suppose ¡i E M(G) satisfies p\E = O.Ifg E 5(E)1 and g0 is a
bounded Borel function in the L00-equivalence class of g, then (g*) * u = 0

locally a.e.

Proof. Suppose/ E LX(G). Then p*f ES(E). Thus, (g* ) * (p. */) = 0.
From Lemma 2.1, ((g*) * /i) */ = 0 so that (g*) * u is a bounded Borel
function which annihilates every Û -function and so must vanish locally a.e.

Lemma 2.3. If g E 5(E) , then there is a (necessarily unique) uniformly

continuous function g0 in the L00-equivalence class of g.

Proof. This is known: 5{E)L C L°°(G,£), those functions in L°(G)
whose weak-* spectrum lies in E. Since E is compact, the result follows; see
for example, [9, pp. 140-141].
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Now we can prove Theorem 2.1. Under the hypotheses of that theorem,

there is some/ G Ù(G) with/1F = <p. Then (/t - /) \E = 0, so, lettingg0 be
the uniformly continuous version of g whose existence is guaranteed by

Lemma 2.3 we have, by Lemma 2.2,

(4) (ig*) * fjt -/))(*) = 0   locally a.e. in x.

Now, (g*) * (jli -/) is uniformly continuous (because g*) is so (4) holds for

all x. Setting x = 0 gives ({g*) * ji)(0) = {{g*) */)(0). Thus

<<P>g>-fGftodx-{{g$)*f)iO)

= ((¿o*W)(0)=/cg0*

proving the theorem.
Henceforth, we shall view 5(E)1 as a space of continuous functions on G,

a view justified by Lemma 2.3.

Theorem 2.2. With L as defined above, L*: 5(E)1 -* /°°(A) is given by
L*g = g|A.

Proof. Suppose ¡i E M(A) at /'(A). Then, </i,L*g>= <7fi,g> = </x|F,g>
= Sugdl1 = 2 g(A)/x({A}) = <ft,g|A>. Since this holds for all ju. G M (A), we
have L*g = g\A.

We will need a functional-analytic result (used, for example, in the study of

Helson sets). We rephrase Theorem E9 (of Appendix E) of [4] for our

purposes.

Theorem 2.3. Suppose L: X -» Y (where X and Y are Banach spaces) is a

bounded linear operator with adjoint L* : Y* -* X*. Suppose C> 0. Then the

two following conditions are equivalent:

1. L is surjective and C = K(L).

2.C||LVll>ll/ll/<w-fl///e Y*.

We apply this theorem to our 7: M (A) -> B(E). Define

AV(A,£) = sup{||g||G/||g||A: g G 5(E)1 and g * 0}.

(This may be oo.) Applying Theorem 2.3 to 7 gives immediately

Theorem 2.4. K(A,E) = k'(A,E).

In particular, in order for balayage to be possible for (A,F), each nonzero

g G 5(E)1 must satisfy g|A ¥= 0. (Then A is said to be a set of sampling for

Remark. Beurling used the open mapping theorem to show the finiteness of

K(A, E) when balayage is possible. In place of 5(E)1, however, he considered

C(G,E), the space of bounded continuous functions with spectra in E. He

defined k(A,E) in the same manner as our k' but using a sup over C(G,E).
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instead of 3(E) , and showed that if E satisfies his conditions (a) and (ß) then

K(A,E) = k(A,E). Condition (a) is that every neighborhood, in E, of every

point of E support a measure whose Fourier transform vanishes at infinity.

Condition (ß) is that £ be a set of spectral synthesis, i.e., that C(G,E)

= 5(E)L. Thus, Theorem 2.4 contains Beurling's result. Note that, in general,

$(E)L C C(G,E) so that k'(A,E) < k(A,E).

3. The case of compact, open E. We now give an application of Theorem 2.4

to the situation where £ is a compact and open subset of Y. We note that in

the important case of totally disconnected groups, every compact subset can

be approximated (from outside) by compact, open sets. We also remark that,

for the groups of /?-adic numbers, balayage and related matters where (in our

notation) E is discrete and A is compact have been studied by various French

workers. (See [8, p. 162ff.] and the references given in that book.)

Since E is compact and open, we may write E = Uf(y* + H) where H is

a compact and open subgroup of Y and the various cosets yk + H, k = 1, 2,

..., «.are distinct. (Apply, for example, [4, Theorem 7.5].)
We write 7/x for the annihilator of H, that is, Hx = {x E G: <y,x> = 1

for all y E 77}. H1 is a compact, open subgroup of G. We assume that the

Haar measures mG and mT on G and Y respectively are so normalized that the

Fourier inversion theorem holds. In particular, we have 7wr(/7)mc(Ifx) = 1.

Theorem 3.1. With notation as above, if balayage is possible for (A,E) then A

contains at least n elements from every coset of H1-.

Proof. We prove the contrapositive. Suppose that there is some x such that

A f\ (x + 77x) = {A, ,A2> • • • >\n) and m < «. Then there is a nontrivial

solution (dx,d2,. ,.,dn) to the system of m equations in « unknowns:

n

2 dk(yk,Xj} = 0;      / = 1, 2, ..., m.
k=\ J

Fixing one such solution, we define g by

g(,)=|f 4t<r*>'>    iftEx + H1-,

(o iftÇx + H1.

Sg \g\2 ~ mG(HL) 2 \dk\   # 0 so g does not vanish identically. On the
other hand, g(Xj) = 0 for/ = 1, 2.m so that g|A = 0. If we can show
that g E 5(E)L, we will thus be able to conclude thatk'(A,E) = oo, proving

the theorem. First we note that g is continuous since x + Hx is open. Next,

we look at g(y) = g(-y).

g(y) = 2dkfx+H±(yk-y,t>dt

= 2 dk(yk - y,x)fHL (yk - y,t)dt.
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Now, fH1 (yk - y,t}dt can be nonzero only if yk - y is the trivial character

on Hx, that is, only if y G yk + H. Thus, g vanishes off F. In particular,

g = ig~y which justifies our concluding that if / G 5(E), then fGfg

— Jc/(i?V )* = frfe = 0 because/vanishes on E. Thus, g E 5(E)1, proving
the theorem.

Remark. Suppose we define

# (A n K)
A-A  =liminf*V J>

mG(Kj)

where each Kj is the union of (finitely many) cosets of H1, the KJs increase
to G and # (S) is the number of elements in S. A_ is a not very intrinsic

density analogous to 7>_. If Kj is the union of m} cosets of H±, then

mG(Kj) = mj-m^H1) and, for balayage to be possible, we must have

# (A n Kj) > Wy« for all 7. In this case, A_(A) > mjn/mjm^H1)
= nmr-(H) = mr(F), a relation formally analogous to (1). (Here, unlike (1),

we cannot require strict inequality, see Theorem 3.2.)

Because of algebraic complications, the converse to Theorem 3.1 is false

unless n = 1, as the following example shows. Let T (« G) be a. finite group

with a proper, nontrivial subgroup K. Let y0 G K be nonzero, let H = {0} and

let E — {0,y0} = 77 U (y0 + H), so that « = 2. Let x0 be a nonzero element
of KL and let A = {0,x0}. A meets each coset (there's only one) of HL = G

twice. Let f(t) = 1 - <-yo, f>. A simple computation shows that J(y) = 0

unless y G F so one verifies readily that/ G 5(E)1. However,/is nontrivial

and/1A = 0 because (-y0,^0> = l.Thus&'(A,F) = 00. Such examples can
be lifted to infinite LCA groups having two proper, compact and open

subgroups.

We do have, however

Theorem 3.2. If H is a compact, open subgroup of T then balayage is possible

for (A, H) if and only if A meets every coset of H1.

Proof. The "only if' follows from Theorem 3.1. Let

rmr("> >,•*.

l0 if/S77-L.

One verifies easily that fi is the characteristic function of H. If g G 5(H)1,

Lemma 2.2 insures that (g*) * (80 - h) = 0 so that

g(x)=JHlg(x-t)mr(H)dt.

Thus g is constant on the cosets of //x. If A meets each coset of H1 then

HsIIg = HsIIa- 'Thus, k'(A,H) = 1, proving the theorem.
Remark. A more general result of this kind, where H need not be compact,

can be proved using a measurable choice argument [10, Theorem 5.2].
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4. General perturbation results. For the purpose of comparing different

discrete sets, we change our viewpoint slightly from that of §2. Let A

= {A,},6/ where the indexing puts A into one-to-one correspondence with the
index set I. Since A is discrete, there is an isometry between /'(7) and Af(A)

which makes the function a E lx(I) correspond to the measure 2 a(')hr

Define 7^: /'(7) -> B(E) by TAa = (2 a(0\)* \E. More explicitly,

0à«)(y) = 2 «(/)<y,\>   for y E 2?.

TA is a bounded linear operator of norm 1 and balayage is possible for (A, E)

if and only if TA is surjective. Indeed, we easily see that 7C(A,£) = K(TA), in

the notation of §2.
We shall use the following well-known result, one of whose proofs follows

from the obvious iterative scheme. (See [1, Theorem 1.2] or [10, Proposition

4.1].) The idea of this result has also been used by Beurling to solve a related

interpolation problem.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose X and Y are Banach spaces and S and T are bounded

linear operators from X to Y. Then,

\l/K(S)-l/K(T)\<\\S-T\\.

In particular, if T is surjective and \\S - T\\ < l/K(T), then S is surjective.

Suppose now that A' is another closed, discrete set in G and for each i E I

we have an element X'¡ E A'. Here (unlike the case for A) we do not assume

that the A- are distinct or that {X'¡}¡eI is all of A'.
Define SA<: lx(I) -» B(E) by SA>a = (2 «(/)5x;)A \E. As above, if SA- is

surjective, then balayage is possible for (A',£). Because of the lack of

assumptions on the indexing of the X'¡ we have only K(A',E) < K(SA>).

To apply Theorem 4.1, we need an estimate of \\TA - SA.||. If x E G, we

write <•,*> for the function yi-» (y,x}. (If we denoted this function by

x, x + y would have a double meaning.)

Lemma 4.1.

l|rA - Sa'II < supilU - <;K - \>ll*(£): i e 7}.

Proof. Given a E ¡X(I) and y E Ewe have

(rAa - Sx.a)(y) - 2 a(/)«y,\> - <y,X;>)

= 2«(0<Y,A,>(l-<Y,A,-\'»-

Now IK-,A;>||fi(£) = 1 and B(E) is a normed algebra, so

II7À« - sKa\\m < 2 MOI 111 - <->a; - a,.>||b(£)

< ||a[|/I(/)sup{|jl - <-,X; - r\>\\m: i 6 /}.

from which the lemma follows.
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Lemma 4.2. Given a compact set E C T, and e > 0, there is a neighborhood U

of 0 in G such that

sup{||l - (;x}\\B/E): x G U) < e.

Proof. Since E is compact, there is some / G LX(G) with /| E = 1. We

recall that lim^o ||/ - fx \\x = 0, where fx(t) = f(t + x). There is, thus, a

neighborhood U of 0 such that sup{||/-/J|,: x G £/} < e. Now fx(y)
= <y,*>/(y) = <Y.*> for y G F. Thus, (f - fj - 1 - <-,*> on £ so that
IU - <-.*>llfl(£) < 11/-/till and the lemma follows.

Theorem 4.2. Suppose balayage is possible for (A,E). Then there is a

neighborhood UofO in G with the following property: if A' is any discrete set such

that for every A G A there is some X' G A' with X' - A G U, then balayage is

possible for (A', E ).

Proof. Let U be as in Lemma 4.2 with e = l/K(A,E). Given A' as in the
statement of the theorem, it is clear that A and A' may be indexed as in the

discussion above. Then, by Lemma 4.1, ||7À - SA<|| < 1/K(A,E) = l/K(TA)
so, by Theorem 4.1, SA> is surjective and balayage is possible for (A',F).

One would like to have t/ as large as possible. To this end, we need a good

estimate of ||1 - (',x}\\B/Ey We take up this problem for Euclidean spaces
next.

5. The Euclidean case. We deal first with G = R, the real line, so that r «s R
also under the pairing (y,x) = exp(tyx).

We note that if E C Fand <p G B(F) then qp|F G B(E) and ||<p|F||5(£)
< ||<p||5(f ). We shall exploit this remark by considering intervals containing E.

We quote a result which we shall need again in §6. This appears in a
different form and context on pp. 107 and 108 of [8].

Lemma 5.1. Suppose b > 0 and \x\b < tt. Define

x     (2k+l\     r    ,      n     ,     „
Zk=2 " \~2b~ y f°r k=°'±1, ±2.

Then there is a measure ¡i = 2 ck 82 such that

Ml - 2 k*| - 2 sin(WV2)   and

A(y) = 1 - exp(iyx)    for \y\ < b.

To make our formulas simpler, we define

/2 sin(|/|/2)   ifi>|<«,
S{t) = \2 if |,| > w.
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Lemma 5.2. ||1 - <-,*>Hflfi_W]) = s(xb).

Proof. s(xb) = ||1 - <-,x>||[_¿,¿] < ||1 - <-,Jc>||fl(r_¿>¿]). The result of Lem-

ma 5.1 and the observation that ]|1 - <-,x>||ß < ||1||5+ ||(-,jc>||b = 2 com-

plete the proof.

Theorem 5.1. Suppose balayage is possible for (A, E). Let 2b = diameter(£)

and suppose a > 0 is such that s(ab) < l/K(A, E ).

Then, if A' is a discrete set such that for every X E A there is some

X' E A' with |a' — a| < a, it follows that balayage is possible for (A',E) and

that

1/K(A,E) - 1/K(A',E) < s(ab).

Proof. Balayage is possible for (A, E ) if and only if balayage is possible for

(A, E + y). Thus, we may assume that E C [-b, b]. Let U = [-a, a]. Lemma

3.2 gives

SUp{\\l - ^XyWjUsy X  E   U)

< supfjl - (;x>\\Bxl_btb]): x EU)

= s(ab)<l/K(A,E).

Arguing as in Theorem 4.2, we obtain the result. The inequality follows from

Theorem 4.1 and the fact that K(A',E) < K(SK).
Remark. Beurling proved a similar result with s(ab) replaced by ab > s(ab).

He worked with C(R,E) and assumed his conditions (a) and (ß). Actually, his

proof, which makes use of Bernstein's inequality, carries over verbatim to

S(E)± without these conditions. We need the present technique, however, to

deal with more general groups and, in §6, with a different type of perturbation.

Our proof of Lemma 6.1 is an adaptation and ülustration of Beurling's

argument.
We now consider the case where G = R" so Y = R" also. We adopt the

notation x = (xx,x2,... ,x„) and y = (yi,Y2, • • • ,Y„) for elements of G and

T respectively so that <y,x> = exp(/ 2 ~ikxk) ~ exP('Y ' x)- If b = (bx,
b2,...,b„) has nonnegative entries then we set

7(b) = {y: \yk\ < bk for k - 1,2,...,»}.

Lemma 5.3. ¡|1 - <-,x>||B(/(b)) < 2f s(xkbk).

Proof. For k = 1, 2,..., n we define a measure p.k as follows:

If \xk\bk < it we let u be the measure on R constructed as in Lemma 5.1

with b replaced by bk and x by xk.

If \xk\bk > it we let u = 80 - 8Xk.
Hk is then defined by the requirement that
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¿./(v)^(v) = fRf(0,... ,0,^,0,.. .,0)d,i(vk)

for reasonable (say bounded and continuous) functions /. Thus, jttt(y) = 1

— e\p(iykxk) if \yk\ < bk and \\nk\\ = \\n\\ = s(xkbk). Thus, in the special
case where x «■ (0,... ,0,xk,0,... ,0), v/e have shown that ||1 - ('»xMI^/fb))

< s(xkbk).

Now, let x = (xx,x2,... ,xn) and set V! = 0 and \k = (xx,x2,... ,xk_x,

0,... ,0) for k = 2, 3,..., « and set v/k = (0,.. .,0,xk,0,... ,0). Then

1 - <Y.x> = 2 <Y,v*>(l - <Y,w*>).

IK'»v*) Us = l an(^ l^e vk are °f tne special form for which we already have

our estimate. Thus

lU - <'»*>lls(/(b)) < 2 lU - <'»^>||B(/(b)) < 2 s(xkbk).

Remark. In the case where V = Tx X T2 X • • • x r„, the same idea would

allow us to estimate || 1 - <•, x>||fi,£) where E = Ex X E2 X • • • X En, if we had

estimates for each ||1 - (.',xky\\ß/Ey

Theorem 5.2. Suppose balayage is possible for (A,E) where E (or some

translate of E) C 1(b). Suppose a has positive entries and

2s{akbk)<l/K{A,E)

{which is certainly the case if a • b < l/K(A,E)).
If A' is a discrete set such that for every A G A there is some A' G A' with

A' — A G 1(a), then balayage is possible for (A',E) and

WT)~KWT)<^s{akbk)-

Proof. This follows from Lemma 5.3 exactly as Theorem 5.1 follows from
Lemma 5.2.

6. Balayage with sparse sets of frequencies. Beurling's work on balayage

dealt with the case where A has positive density. In this section, we go to the

opposite extreme. We confine ourselves to the case G = R.

Definition 6.1. F is called a BAS set (for balayage with arbitrarily sparse

frequencies) if the following condition holds:

Given any sequence hx,h2,... of real-valued functions, h„ having n — 1

real arguments (so that hx is a constant) there is a closed, discrete set

A = [X„)xx withA„ > /¡n(A1,A2,...,An_i) for all «and with balayage possible
for(A,F).

We adapt our previous techniques to prove
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Theorem 6.1. Suppose E is compact and there is a number 8 < 1 such that for

every M there is a t > M with || 1 - <•, f>||B(£) < 8. Then Eisa BAS set. (We

could write our condition as lim inf^^, || 1 - <•, t)\\B/E^ < 1.)

Before we prove this theorem, we need to know that if £ is a compact set

then there is a discrete set S with K(S,E) arbitrarily close to 1. We give a

proof of this fact using the method (referred to after Theorem 5.1) which

Beurling used to study perturbation.

Lemma 6.1. Let Z denote the integers. If a > 0, b > 0, and ab < 2, then

K(aZ,[-b,b])<(l-\ab)-x.

Proof. We prove the result for k'. Suppose that cp E Q([-b,b])x. Then the

spectrum of cp lies in [—A, A] so, by Bernstein's inequality (for derivatives of

entire functions of exponential type)

|cp(*)-c(*')I<*I*-*'IWä

for any x, x' E R. (See, for example, [8, p. 149].)
Now, given x E R there is some X E aZ with |jc — A| < a/2. Thus,

|cp(x) - cp(X)| < 6(a/2)||cp||Ä whence |cp(x)| < |cp(A)| + (aA/2)||cp||Ä and it fol-

lows that ||cp||Ä(l - ab/2) < ilqplUz so that

k'(aZ,[-b,b]) - supfllqpHa/WIaz} < (1 - ab/2)~l.

Remark. This result is not sharp because (by (1)) K{aZ,[—b,b]) < oo if ab

<ir.

We now prove Theorem 6.1. For some b, E C [-b,b]. Pick a such that

8 < 1 - ab/2. Enumerate aZ as a sequence, aZ = {x„}î°. Let functions A„ as

in Definition 6.1 be given.
Proceeding inductively, by the hypothesis on £ there is, at each step, some

t„ > h„{Xx,X2,... ,A„_,) - x„ with ||1 - <-,f„>||5(^ < 5. Set A„ = tn + x„;
by increasing the /„ if necessary we may insure that the A„ are distinct and that

A = {A„} is discrete.
By Lemmas 4.1 and 6.1,

\\TA - TaZ\\ < sup{||l - <-,A„ - x„}\\B{E))

= sup{\\l - (;t„}\\m} < 8 < I - ab/2

< l/K{aZ,[-b,b]) < l/7c:(aZ,£) = l/K(TaZ).

Since TaZ is surjective, Theorem 4.1 implies that 7^ is surjective and our

theorem follows.
Remark. We have A^A^) < (1 - 8 - ab/2)~x so we can make 7C(A,£)

< (1 - 6)"1 + e for any € > 0.
We recall that £ is called a Dirichlet set if there is a sequence tn
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-» oo with ||1 - <-,/„>||£ -» 0. E is called a Helson set if B(E) = C(E), the
algebra of all continuous complex functions on F. We shall see shortly that

every Dirichlet set is a BAS set and that there are BAS sets which are neither

Dirichlet nor Helson. To these ends, we need an estimate.

Theorem 6.2. 7/1|1 - <-,x>||£ = e then

IU-<-.*>llj(£) <2sin(ir/2p)

where p is the largest odd integer such that

s~x(e) = 2 sin-1 (e/2) < m/p.

In particular,

IU-<-.*>iV)<2IU-<-.*>IU.

Proof. We assume for convenience that x > 0.

¡1 — exp(/yx)| < e iff |sin(yx/2)| < e/2 which occurs iff there is an integer

k with \yx - 2kir\ < 2 sin-1 (e/2). Thus, ||1 - <-,*>||£ < e iff

Ec    u    \lk"    '"'(«) 2k" | '"'toi
¿=-oo L   x X     '   X X     J'

Suppose this to be the case and let p be the largest odd integer with
s~x(e) < ir/p. Then

(5) FC    U   r^-*,?*ï + .2L"I
k=-oo\_   X        px     X        px\

We return now to the notation of Lemma 5.1 and set b = nr/px so that

zk - \ - ((2k + l)/2b)w - Nkx

where Nk is an integer. If we now set ¡i = 2 ck82k as in Lemma 5.1 we see, on
one hand, that

jXy) = 1 - exp(/yjc)   for |y| < ir/px

and, on the other hand, that

A(y) = 1, cke\p(iNkxy)

has period 2tt/x. These observations, together with (5), show that /i(y)

= 1 - expO'yx) for all y G F. Since \\¡i\\ = 2 k*l = s(xb) = 2 sin(tr/2p),
the result follows.

The idea of using odd integers p comes, partly, from [8, p. 107].

There now follows directly from the last two theorems:
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Corollary 6.1. Every Dirichlet set is a BAS set.

The idea of Theorem 6.2 will now be used to construct a class of BAS sets.

We would like to construct a set £ in such a manner that there is a sequence

x„ -* oo with

(6) m - <-,*.>n* < «
for some small 5, but we do not want ||1 — (.;x„y\\E to approach 0 because we

want £ not to be a Dirichlet set.

Now, as we have seen, for a fixed « (6) is equivalent to:

(7, Ec    G   r*I-?^*î H-Clffll-f.,
*=-oo L xn xn        xn xn    J

say. We would like to take for £ a compact subset of nfTjJ, but the xn must

be picked coherently to prevent this set from being too small.

We pick 5 < 1 so that N = (2ir + r)/r is integral where r = s~l(8). Let

x0 > 0 be arbitrary and let x„ = Nnx0 for n = 1,2,_We set

1      I   xx     xx xx     x,J      |_*l *iJ      lxx     xxxx     xxj

and, in general, £„ = Fn n En_x with F„ as in (7).
Let L — 2r/x0. Because of the choice of 5 and the definitions of N and xn,

it follows that £„ is the union of 3" intervals each of length LN~". Moreover,

each interval 7 in £„_i is replaced in E„ by 3 intervals, each 1/7V times the

length of 7, one starting at the left endpoint of 7, one centered at the center of

I and one ending at the right endpoint of /.

Thus, if we define £ = (1qE„, then £ is a compact set of the sort called by

Kahane and Salem [6, pp. 16-17] "un parfait homogène" of type (3,l/N).

Theorem 6.3. Let 8 = 2 sin(V2?) where 2q > 10 is an integer. Then £ as

constructed above is a BAS set which is neither a Helson set nor a Dirichlet set.

Proof. Note, first, that s~x(8) = ir/q so that N = 2q + 1 is integral. By
construction, we have ||1 — (;xn}\\E = 8 for all n, and thus Theorem 6.2

implies that ||1 — (,',x„y\\B/E\ < 2 sin(w/lO) < 1. By Theorem 6.1, £ is,
therefore, a BAS set.

It is known that no "parfait symétrique" is a Helson set [6, p. 146]. £

contains such a Cantor-like symmetric set (formed by excluding from £ the

"middle l/7Vs") and is, thus, not Helson.
That no "parfait homogène" is a Dirichlet set follows readily from the fact

that for any Dirichlet set S there are sequences aj -* 0 and bj -* oo such that,

for each /, S can be covered by intervals of length a,- with the distances
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between successive covering intervals all less than Ojbj. (See [5, p. 90].)

Remarks. 1. At the cost of some simplicity in the construction of F, we

could replace 5 and N by 8n and Nn, varying with n, taking care to keep the

N„ integral and bounded.

2. The same lacunarity conditions as in the definition of BAS sets have been

considered by Kahane in a different, though related, context. See [6, p. 160]

where it is stated that symmetric sets similar to the set F constructed above

have a strong uniqueness property. Indeed, they are contained in the zero-sets

of nontrivial, arbitrarily sparse, absolutely convergent trigonometric series. (A

similar result follows from our methods by looking at the difference between

a fixed character A0 and a series involving a sparse set of frequencies distinct

from A0 and converging on F to A0.)

Thinness itself does not imply the BAS property. We recall that E is called

an M0-set if E supports a measure whose Fourier transform vanishes at

infinity; otherwise F is a £/0-set. A is said to be relatively dense in the group

G if there is a compact set K with A + K = G. Returning to general LCA

groups we have

Theorem 6.4. If E is an M0-set and balayage is possible for (A, E) then A is

relatively dense. In particular, every BAS set is a UQ-set.

Proof. It suffices, by Theorem 2.4, to suppose that A is not relatively dense
and show that k'(A,E) = oo.

Let /t G M(E) be a fixed, nonzero measure such that limx_too¡i(x) = 0.

Suppose e > 0. Then, there is a compact set K such that \¡jl(x)\ < e if x £ K.

By assumption, - K + A =£ G. Let x0 G — K + A, and define a by do(y)
= <y, -x0>¿//i(y). Then a E M(E) and ô(x) — jít(x - x0). Thus, if A G A

then A - x0 £ K so that |â(A)| = |/l(A - xQ)\ < e. Now, ô G 5(E)1 because

if h G 5(E) then/c hôdx = /r hdo = fE 0 = 0. Also, ||a||c = ||/t||c.
Thus k'(A,E) > ||â||G/||â||A > ||£||c/e. Since e is arbitrary, A;'(A,F) = oo,

proving the theorem.
We can now see that not every "parfait homogène" F is a BAS set, even if

its ratio of dissection 0(= l/N in our case) is small enough. Indeed, if 1/0 is

not a Pisot number (an algebraic integer all of whose conjugates have modulus

less than 1) then F is an Af0-set [6, Chapter VI]. It would be interesting to know

whether some homogeneous i/0-set with 1/Û an irrational Pisot number is a
BAS set.

Corollary 6.2. If balayage is possible for (A,E) where E has positive Haar
measure, then A is relatively dense.

Proof. Such an F is a M0-set.

Corollary 6.3. If G is a nondiscreie, metrisable LCA group, then there is a

perfect, strongly independent set E C G with the property that in order for

balayage to be possible for (A,E), A must be relatively dense.
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Proof. Varopoulos [11, Theorem R] has shown that G contains such a set
£ which is also an A/0-set.

Added in proof. We have recently realized that many results of our §§2

and 6 were known to Kahane. Indeed [5, p. 150] gives a result equivalent to

our Theorem 2.4 but phrased in terms of pseudomeasures. (Kahane omits the

proof but says that it follows from the result we quoted as Theorem 2.3.)

Kahane then remarks (using a different terminology) that the possibility of

balayage for (A,£) leads to results, such as the one of his referred to after our

Theorem 6.3, on Fs being contained in the zero sets of certain trigonometric

sets. Indeed, in proving that result [6, p. 160], Kahane constructed BAS sets.

Our construction of BAS sets seems less involved than Kahane's. His method,

however, leads to results on both the possibility and impossibility of balayage

with A sparse but not arbitrarily sparse.
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